
* Metastable conditions, or why did it rain on my picnic?    Fovell, 1995-2011 
 
• Below, the curve labeled "Env" shows how the environmental air temperature varies with height.  These data are collected by 
launching an instrumented weather balloon.  Note the tropopause location, where the "Env" curve bends.  The grey dot represents 
an air parcel consisting of surface air.  The parcel's temperature T is read at parcel location.  It is subsaturated, and its dew point 
Td (or Tdew) is also marked on the axis.  Recall that for a subsaturated parcel, one can saturate it without altering its vapor 
supply VC by directly cooling the air to Td.  Instead, we’re bringing the parcel to saturation by lifting it. 

 
Raise this subsaturated parcel, it expands and cools at the DALR (grey line).  The DALR is a constant, being close to 10 K/km, 
so every 1 km of ascent for a subsaturated parcel means another 10 K of expansion cooling.  As it rises, however, vapor capacity 
decreases and thus the parcel’s RH increases, and once it reaches 100%, at the LCL (lifting condensation level), condensation 
(cloud) forms.  Upon further lifting, it cools at the MALR (stippled line).  We sometimes pretend the MALR is a constant, but 
that is not actually true.  The MALR is close to 5 K/km near the ground, but increases to nearly 10 K/km (just shy of the 
DALR) at the tropopause.  The MALR < DALR because condensation warming partially counters expansion cooling.   
 
• Why the MALR increases with height.  The figure above (accurately) shows the MALR as not constant, and actually increasing 
with height.  Suppose you raise warm, saturated air from 1 km to 2 km.  The parcel starts with a lot of vapor but since the ability 
of air to hold vapor decreases quickly as it cools, much of it condenses (decreasing VC) in that very first kilometer.  Therefore, 
there is a lot of condensation warming available to work against the expansion cooling.  Because vapor capacity decreases 
quickly with decreasing temperature, however, the next kilometer of lift will not provide as much condensation.  Therefore, the 
warming offset to the expansion cooling is smaller, making the MALR in that kilometer larger.  Continue raising the parcel to the 
tropopause.  By the time the parcel gets there, it's still saturated, but it's also extremely cold, and contains very little residual 
vapor.  So little condensation warming is being created that the MALR is now quite close to the DALR.  
 
• Sensitivity to the degree of "kick".  The situation depicted above, conditional instability, is quite common but we don't get 
storms every day.  The weather we get often depends on the amount of lift available.  The forecaster is trying to predict how 
much kick might happen.  Sensitivity of the result to the amount of initial forcing is called metastability.  The three scenarios 
below differ by the amount of initial kick, which could be provided by orographic, frontal, convective or convergence lifting. 
 
 
 



(1) Small kick.  Unsaturated parcel is lifted from surface, cools at DALR to height A, after which there's no additional lifting 
force.  At A, the parcel's colder than its surroundings, so it sinks back to the surface.  Its RH never reached 100%.  Weather: 
clear. 

 
(2) Moderate kick.  Parcel rises to LCL before lifting removed, forms shallow cloud which is colder than surrounding air.  As 
parcel descends, condensation evaporates until none remains.  Weather: shallow clouds (stratus, cumulus), drizzle or no rain. 

 
(3) Strong kick by either huge initial [like a rocket] or deep [such as by tall mountain] lifting force.  Parcel saturates at LCL, but 
cloud is colder than surrounding air.  However, it's pushed farther and cools at smaller MALR.  At its level of free convection 
(LFC), parcel and surrounding temperatures are equal.  A parcel requires an external lifting force to reach this point, but once it is 
passed, it's warmer than its surroundings and rises on its own (convecting freely), producing a deep cumulus/cumulonimbus 
cloud.  Very strong vertical winds can develop, including strong up- and downdrafts [producing gusty "wind shear" upon striking 
the ground], heavy rain, hail and lightning.  The parcel keeps rising until its temperature matches its surroundings at the 
equilibrium level (EQL) [or “top of cloud” (TOC)] often near tropopause for severe storms.  Actually, since parcel has 
momentum when it reaches EQL, it cannot simply stop so it overshoots.  Above the EQL, the parcel's colder so it won't travel 
much farther (there's no lift).  Storms cannot extend very far into the very stable stratosphere. 

 


